A Princess Primer

The Princess Primer is a very special book for my little princess.

For ages the fairy godmother has helped make young girls' dreams come true. Now, for the first time, she reveals her closely guarded secrets in one wondrous volume. Everything a girl needs to know about being a princess is presented in this facsimile of the fairy godmother's personal journal, from how to wear a sparkling tiara and choose a fancy gown to what to expect at a royal ball and how to recognize a true prince. In addition to her advice and tips, the fairy godmother offers stories and personal reminiscences, all illustrated with breathtaking paintings of rich landscapes, marvelous castle interiors, and princesses from around the world. This is an incomparable gift for girls who dream of having a little fairy godmother magic in their lives.

My Personal Review:
I bought this for my niece, who was 2 at the time, is currently almost 4, she is little miss diva princess, loves everything possibly girly, she isn't really allowed the book yet, we are afraid she will rip the pages out, but going through the book myself I know she will ADORE it, it has how to make a secret language for you and your ladies in waiting, the different types of princes, different fey creatures, different dresses, tiaras, hair styles, everything girly, It does state that a princess should love all her country, but it is brief, I think there should be a sequel, I love this book, I can't wait for her to get to dive into it!!!
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